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20 ASC Seniors Chosen For Who's Who
Twenty ASC seniors have
been named to Who's Who
Among
American
Colleges
and Univ8l'1ities. The Dames
were released Jast week by
Mr. Buek,
A committee appointed by
the Senate. including Linda
Cubbege, Rosemary Thompson.
Beth Waldrop, and Mr. Buck
made the original nominations.
These were then submitted to
the Senate which was free to
make further
nominations.
Each department was also invited to submit up to three
nominations.
That final list was then
compiled with lists of honors.
activities, and grade point
averages and submitted to the
Student Activitles committee.
The committee set a 2.0 aver-

age 88 a minimum. They then
voted on the nominations aDd
those that were approved were
sent to the Who's Who organization whieh made the final
approval.
The following students were

named:
Dsvid Willson Blake (Chem-

istry); President Circle It;
Senator (Chemiatry);
Traffic
Court; Lt. Gov. Circle K. International
1969-70, 1970-71;

Orientation Leader;

D.B.U.;

Intramural
Council; Student
Advisory Committee-c-Chemietry/Physies Department;
Inkwell Staff; Chairman-Ameri.
can Chemical Society.
Pamela Claire Burke (Eng~
Ush/French): Junior Senator;
Sex
Education
Committee j
Secretary
of Student

Senate; Vice President of AI.
pha Gamma Delta; Curriculum Committee; President of
Alpha Gamma Delta; Ducaneer; Orientation Leader.
William
Clayton But Ie r
(Business
Admin.):
President Pi Kappa Alphs
(2
years); J u n i 0 r Class President; Fraternity
E·d i tor Geechee; Business ManagerGeeehe;e
SGA Presidential
Candidate.
Katherine
Lamber Chestnut (Social Welfsre): President Panhellenic Council; Sen·
ator-Social
Welfare; Phi Mu;
Panhellenic Delegate; Student
Advisor; Orientation Leader;
B.S.U. Secretary; Junior Class
Secretary.
Randy Lowell Crowder (Business): President Sigma Kappa

Chi (Pi Kappa Alpha);
Vice
President-Pi
Kappa Alpha j
Pre sid e n t Interfraternity
Council; Senator (Business).
Linda Gail Cubhedge (Political Science): Junior Senator;
Sophomore Senator;
Fresh~
man Senator; Secretary
of
Senate; 2nd Runnerup
Miss
Geechee; 1st Runnerup Homecoming Queen; Inkwell; President Pro-Tern of Senate; Win~
ner Miss Congeniality
and
Evening Gown CompetitionMiss Geechee; Secretary
of
S.N.E.A.; Outstanding
Senstor.
Janet Dianne Doty (Math) j
Sophomore Senator;
Student
Activities Committee
(2
years);
Curriculum Committee; Phi Mu Treasurer, Membership Dlreetce: Math Clubj

Orien_~
Ruby Kay lIanlr (Education), S~
_;
Sorority Editor a-Iooe; Copy
Editor-Geedoee
AIJIIa Gamma Delta Bee., _
Chairman;
FresJ.ual
Smator;
Trsffie 00_; _
Council
-Fresb..,., S. 2'
e;. Self.
Study; JIOIIOI' c..dI Becre,
tary.
David Biem7 _
(Business):
1".... 01"'110 Pi Kappa
Phi; Chapter
SdoaIarship
Award for
GPA (2
years); ~
Pi Kappa
Phi (ll _):
_ural

me-

CounciL

Diana Lee _
(Political ScieDoe): __
- Political
_;
PIli Alpha
Theta PI
(Con__

"mt"

Seeretary;
Pap 11)
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SUSGA Chairman
Visits ASC
Billy P. Surratt,
Georgia
State Chairmsn of the Southern Universitips Student Government ASBOCiations, visited
the Armstrong State College
Campus during the week of
Oct. 18.
Surratt
was at Armstrong
to confer with Dennis Pruitt,
president
of the Armstrong
SGA, and to familiarize himself with the school and the
community.
The SUSGA organization
eneompaues
some 26 colleges
and Universities in Southern
states from Virginia to Texas.
Surratt
said that Georgia is
the best-represented
state in
the Association and that he
considers Armstrong an im·
portant part of that representation.
Surratt
aaid that SUSGA
is aware that education is not
always meeting the needs of
the community in that a student may graduate from college and then be unable to find
a job on the basis of his cI&goree.
Be said that
BOme
changes may be called for,
and that, nSUSGA wants to
ma ke
educ'\tion
relevant
through
stu den t govemments."
SUSGA also acta throUgh
ita Executive Committees as _a
communication agency between
public figures and interested
campus groups. The Committees make information available to ITOUpa and distribute
taped _hes
for local broad-

eaat.

o.:w-
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Satterfield Nets

$103,000 Gr.t
Mr. Neill satterfield,
Aulstant Prof_r,
Department
Soeiolon IIIU1 SoeIa1 WeIIan.

01

a danoe-CODoert opinion poll __Pare
with Chatham County Commlssloners
and McCorkle
,,
Pare

From Chip Hnmphrey:
An interview

Z

Downing
4
PaDhe1lenlc News
,
Pare 5
Faculty foeus on-VirgIDia
Ramaey
Pare 6
A dlseusslon with freshman senalors
,_,_Pap 7
A brief insight into ASC Plnte, Stan Bammona
Pap 8
A complete revision of the Bonor Code
Pare 12

The Department
of Sociology and Social Welfare hal
received $76,800 grant from
the State Depsrtment of Fam~ly and Children's
Services
(DFC8) and the Department
ot Health, Education and Wei.
fare. And it has alS9 received
$26,200 in matching state government funds for a total
grant of $103.000.
When contacted about the
the grant Neil Satterfield,
through whom the grants were
obtained, explained how the
money would be allocated.
Three new faculty, two for
Annstrong and one for Savannah State, will·be hired. There
are plans in the works for
the rental of a downtown field
office with a fuU time seere.
tary. Also planned is the pur-

chasc of alJl6o..orisaa1 equipment to help -..
preparing for field _
.... in doing studies aDd -..-ntariea
on the soeia1 JII!!nieeB in Savannah and CbatIaaa County.
The field __
e will
for CUdiI&iIIiit.Y serv·
ices and 8bIdeDt :field work.
As a unit for ft!Mafth and
studies
of eJdstiDlr social
agencies the officp will work
with commmer edaeation and
protection.
A speeiII phone
hookup with t!Je ClmBUDlIJIer
services diYision 0Jl the DFCS
in Atlanta will be """" to aid
this program.. TIMn • also a
possibility _
tb. ABC Math
Department
will participate
in the program by lEaching
be used

(Continoed ... Pap 11)

Masquers Open Season
With Greek Tragedy
THE HOUSE OF ATREUS produced by the Armst"':ng MASQUERS
and directed by Mr. John Suchower will open on Wednesday,
N~vember 17. Curtain will be
at 8:15 PM.
THE BOUSE OF ATREUS
is the story of the murder of
Agamemnon, the King, by his
wife Clytemnestra,
and the
subsequent murder of Clytem·

nestra and her lover, Aegistus,
by her son Orestes. Orestes is
aided in the murder plot by hi.
insane sister Eleetra.
According to director. Suchower, the staging of the play
will conform to ths modern
concept of intimate theater,
as opposed to the extreme formality of style eommon to
prOtluctions of the c I ass i c
(Continued on Psge 11)

Suchower

Works WIth ~
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To The :i4tlministration

seA AI/airs:

Pot.t Forces In Our Midst

leave UGA
In Athens

By DAN BAISDEN
Skinner's
Administration" last week, B. F.
In ''From the
d purposeful application of
much-abused Ideal of humaned:ended
The Ideal has play"influences" and controls was
.
lt . it has also
. th making of humani y.

ed a valuable role me.
th making of inhumanity,
played a Ieos valuable role In
e
. luded below
Most of the examples used in its defense are me
in illUltration of the ideal's weaknesses.
. . st tion
n ala will themselves beget an adnum ra

Comma
thl goet1orttowards them. The goals finally chosen
to contra
e
.
Id
be either these

by the administration, though, w~l
same original ones or even COrn.JO?

::O::;:e:::'

i:ro~~v:\ob~e

bile thinking

;:~C::;p;;
pep parties,

0:8

~~~in

school spirit

b'

o~us for example.
an administration

~mmon by vlrt~al~~
valuable enoug

"degree-seeking" businessmen to waste time at
etc.
.

Successful completion ot any undertaking
reqwres p~rposeful application of controls ~d influences .. ThO~c~~~~:
the appIYin
. g however often nustake success m app
.,
11 ge adtor the success of the endeavor itself.
Thus ,8 co e
tministration will take good attendance at a midday bas~e
ball exhibition to mean the affair's overall succe~, ~ ore
learning anything about whether its original ObJeCtl~ of
increased night-game
attendance has bee~ reach~.
us.
too the purchasing of some expensive equipment WIll be re,
rded despite recent precedent, as a "success story" before
~a is ~own whether the machine will be either usable or
used at all.
.
t
A lfinal weakness in the ideal is that those who mus
apply controls inevitably come to mistake the measurements
br whJch they control for measurements of what they control.
In this way one who has "gotten" a degree "has" an educetion, an "AU student is a "better" student than a "C" stud-:nt,
an and institution scoring relatively high on a state-wide
comparison test will thereby fancy itself somehow meesurably "good".
In the conclusion to the article, the contention was made
that through purposeful application of "good" infl~~ces
whether this included negative influences such as cnticIs~
and alienation was significantly unclear - the college m
question could muster from its midst forces toward its own
enhancement equal in potency to the money and dormitories
for which the campus clamored. ActuaIly, the only way an
institution can genuinely enhance itself, in the opinion of this
writer, is by aiding and encouraging each element, .each
''potent force", each person in its midst to actually ~ctively
seek a meaningful goa~ period, with as little controlling and

''influencing'' as posaIble.

An Awe-Inspiring Experien(e
'lVeare aomewbat in awe of the results of the recent
freshman senatorial elections. The four Senatora..eIect;have
a consitiuancy of 1,062 people. The senators were voted
Into office by a total of 107people. They received between
23 and 29 votes each. Total votes cast In the election were
177.

Well, ok.

We have no reason to believe that the four

8enaton-eIect are other than fine people; nor have we reason
to believe that they will be other than fine Senaton In the
)"ear to come.
We still find it amazing.
Maybe we have
...to opecial iDformation!
We know this:
SeDatora are e1ected to the Student Government AsaoclatIon. The Student Government Asaociation
has charge of
all student activities. If It'. open to participation by all students, or 11 admlnloo Is my _eat
m caM, or if your It>
card pta you a discount, chan.... are the SGA has s0mething to do with it.
The main thing the SGA has to do with things is money.

The '15.00, "atw:lent-activltles fee," that Armstrong ltudenta

pay DOWhere but to SGA. This year's SGA budget Is
about .,000.00 which Is what you get when you add a lot
of '15.00 te. together. The SGA ltaellf Initiates activities,
but IIlOIlIy It gives money to other people to do things with
(Tho INKWELL, the MASQUERs, the atheletlc program, for
~)
the 71-72 SGA Budget In this Issue.) The
peopIe who decide who ,ets SGA money and who doesn't
and how much are the people In the StUdent 8enata.
So here are these 885 people (the non-voting freshmen)
and thay all got together and put about '13,000.00into a kitty
and now they have voluntartly surrendered all saY-SO about
who dou what with their cold, hard cash.
W. find this awe..lnspirlng.

Hamilton, Joe Frank & Reynolds
coming
Saturday, November 6

rSTATE_C:::O:::LL=E:::G:::E==
__

DANCE

Friday, October 29

By JIMMY KEARNS

9..00 _ 1:00

The vote has been cast. The
.
Condolelections
are over.

CiO OD NEWS

to the winners. Congratuto the losers.
You
are the fortunate
ones. You
don't have the misfortune of
.
. 'bIy responsible for
being
VlSI

::~:ns

atumnlating

over

eeptive students
into ~ctlO~.
Your interest
in runnmg IS
to be commended. Don't l~t
this minor setback destroy this
interest.
Several
suggestions.
have
been made for dealing with the
lack of participation
by the
freshmen.
Expulsion of the
entire class was the first reaction. However, this would
be unfair to the working man
as there is already too much
dead wood on welfare. The
second idea entails banning
the class from representation
in SGA. Thh is more realistic and migh t be something to
pursue. The concerned seg~
ments of this school have one
thing to be grateful for. The
cream did rise to the top in
this election.

I feel that the problem goes
much deeper than anyone realizes. Even
certain
seniors
think of this school as an ex~
tension of high school. In lact,
just a few days ago, 'a 'student
"leader" asked an instructor
to postpone a midterm on' this
past
Monday
becauBe' of
UGA's homecoming thia past
weekend. The reply was sim~
ply "I believe this is Arm~
strong." Indeed it is! If more
students were reacting with
this attitude it would make it
a lot simpler for t.he genuine-

ly interested.

With student

"leaders" such as the fellow
listed above, how can anyone
really say very much about
the newest members of our

student body.
This is the last editorial on
apathy.
Ons can do much
more with 10 Interested students than with 100 _t1stleal, obseqUious, OPportunistic
POSition fillers.

Letter To The
Editor
Dear Editor:
On Thursday, October 14th,
at 12:30 P.M., the ASC Pirate
Preview was held In the gym.
Tho ASC Stage Band played
show musie for this.
The
hand worked very hard at
their music for the basketball
Preview. I know, I sat in on
their rehearsals. Not one word
of recognition or thanks was

given this fine hand.

-

1,000 u~re~

I think

that Dr. Lawson, director of
the band, and the band deserves a 4'thank YOU" for their
playing at the preview. And I
am sure that they would agree
with me. I give my word of

~hanks.

Sincerely,

Libby Roberts
Freahman

By CHIP HUMPHREY
Attempting
to better
satisfy the stude~~
in reprd to
Tta
Dance IC oncer, t I have devised a short opiruon
mod POll.
D~_
OL.
d
ten
concert
groups
are
na
.
~
dance groups an
lortt
U there IIIIIC
1~10 in each category.
10 being pnon y.
11'1
groups groups y au are interested
in, include them at tile
other
. .
bottom, but not in the 1-10 Hsting.

CONCERT

DANCE

____ Lettermen

Liberation

____ Allman Brothers
_
Association
Mountain
____ Little Anthony
---- Rare Earth
---- Carole King
---- Stevie Wonder
---- Delfonics
---- Ides of March
___

n

Upon completing

Bo,..

Mouse &<
Georgia Propbelo
Swinging ¥e'hl!ioN
Bill Deal &< Rhondello
Wheatstone MIaIon
Box ToPl
---_ Huckleberry IIodI17
Critical M..
Classics IV
this

poll, place in a brown

paper

bI&

add I pint of chocolate milk, spin vigorously overhead, lid
scream

like a chicken.

All kidding aside, please deposit completed poU sheet lD
balIot box in front of Mr. Buck's omee. Thank _ fIIr
your

participation.

"Good News" from Baltimore, Maryland wW be It
Armstrong Friday. Oct. 29th 9:00-1:00. Featuring In ....
standing brass section, Good News combines the IIIIIIicII
versatility of Chicago with the hard driving "Cocker" IllUIId.

THE INIiWELL
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ---------------ASSISTANT-EDITORS

.BI1Iy IIoDd
Terry Dooley
PatOvenlrelt

BUSINESS MANAGER -----------

Ted ShIlJllln

DEPARTMENTS
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
Drew Ern8C, BdItor
Kathy Jeffers, EdItor; Kathy Ac:ker, Editor;
Darryl Brannen, Vlcld Lynn H1ckenon, PItt!
Woo.
ART DEPARTMENT
NeII McCorkle, BdItor
Anne Homtohl
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
R1c:bard CanoJI
Donald Friedman, Lenora Porzio, S t e war t
Sheer.
ECOLOGY DEPARTMENT
.BlU R1chardaon. BdItor
R1ck_
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
A1an Atkinson, Editor
David Dickey, David Hol1and.
LITERARY DEPARTMENT
Dan BaIsden, EdItor
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Hope Felton, EdItor
Willson Blake, Sherry Diamond, Libby Roberts,
Bob Tatum.
PHOTOGRAPHY DEP ARTMENT
Alan At!dDIon
Dick Bater
SPORTS DEPARTMENT
Mark MamaJakie EdItor
Glenn Arnsdorflf, EdItor; Steve HoUa;;d, Columnist, Walt CampbelI, Kenny Williams.
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
__ un_C. R. R1ggars, EdItor
Jimmy Kearns, Columnist
TYPING DEPARTMENT -------Minlt
Ingman, EdItor
Lauren Adams, Janice Crum, Elaine Googe,
Dianne HoIman, Sherry Lamhut.
ADMINISTRATIVE ADVISOR
Mr. Jim Majon
FACULTY ADVISOR ----------Mr. HUgh Brown

THE INKWELL is written and edited by the students
at Armstrong State ColIege and does not necessarily
represent
the views or opinions of the faculty ar administration
of Georgia.
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Parking Situation
(iradually Worsens
The vehicles operating on
the ASe Campus have been Increasing yearly and likely will
continue to inc r ea 8 e. Ac·
commodaitng the 8 e vehicles poses a problem that will
grow unless some unexpected
financial outlay enables the
College to increase significantly the number of parking
spaces.
The Traffic Committee, recently enlarged to include
both employees and students,
will serve as a primary consultive group as the College
attempts to deal with parking
and other traffic problems.
Interested individuals are invited to submit suggestions to
the Traffic Committee which
meets every Friday at 12:30
p.m. in the SGA office. The
Traffic Committee will also
hear traffic appeals from students and employees.
There are now over 2000
vehicles registered on campus
but only 1223 parking spaces
to accommodate them. Fortunately, two or more auto registrations for some individuals
represent some of these vehides and not all of the 2000
vehicles must be parked
on
campus at the same tim e.
Growth trends at the College,
however. point to problems
ahead. Since 1968 student enrollment at ASC has increased
by 37%, going from 1,980 to
2,712. The total academic
hours registered has increased 38%
(from
23,517 to
32,712), and the full tim e
equivalent student enrollment
has also increased 38% (from
1407 to 1964). Equally significant is the fact that since last
year the total hours and full
time equivalent figures have
increased by 21.9%. These increases mean that in addition
to having more students and
vehicles on campus, ASC students are spending far more
total hours in class and pro-bably more total time on campus.
Consequently,
parking
spaces are probably occupied
longer, reducing the turnover
rate of vehicles in the existing spaces.
In 1968 the baaic pattern
now used for employee parking was established. Increases
in employee parking spaees
have been made from time to .
time such as the recent inc........ which brought the total
to 168 spa.ees. In comparison,
however, since 1968 the professional sWf has increased
from 81 to 126 (up to 60%),
with the elericel staff keeping
apace in growth.
The total
number
of employees has
grown to 214.
Last year more than 2500
student completed non credit
and short courses, and the
number will likely increase.
Although these people are usually on campos at night and
for only • few weeks
per
C01ll'Be, 80lDe of them attend
during the day, I1lch as the
reeent Treuury agents. Other
......01 traffic such as pro_1Ige _ts,
professional

consultants to the College, and
other visitors also promise to
increase.
Even the shuttle bus service
to Savannah State may contribute to campus
parking
problems by enabling -students
to leave their cars on campus
for longer periods of time.
Finally, some kind of special
parking consideration for peeple with physical handicaps
has been and continues to be
needed.

Good News Will Play at Annstronc

Friday Nlcht From 9:00 'TIll 1:00 In the Student Center

Professor Aids Dorm Situation

By summer of 1971, the Col~
lege faced a definite but in~
Dr. Sarvan Bhatia, Profesexact increase in its need for
sor of Economics, has enneunparking spaces for students,
coo his recent purchase of an
employees. visiting
prefes,
apartment building to aeeomosionals and other visitors, plus
date Armstrong students at a
spaces for special parking.
discount rate. In other words,
The
parking
arrangement
Armstrong now has a dormiadopted was one based on fntory of sorts.
dividual needs and task reThe 3 separate units are losponsibility and function. The
cated on Apache Avenue just
arrangement seemed to fit Ute
off Middleground Road. Each
more urgent needs of the Col~
apartment
includes a living
lege community, and it also
room, bedroom, bath, and a
fit one thoroughly debated, al. modem, furnished kitchen, not
though not universally pcputo mention carpeting and airlar, disposition at the senior
conditioning.
parking question.
Up to 8 people can be acThere were already ineufcomodated in this complex.
ficient senior parking spaces
Dr. Bhatia is offering these
for aU seniors, and seniors reunfurnished
apartments
to
sponsibilities and needs seemABC students
for '76 per
ed to be no greater than those
month for
a one-bedroom
of other students. Hence, senapartment. The normal rentior parking was abolished. Be- ing price for all other tenants
fore this action was taken, it
is $90 per month.
was discussed with the SGA
He is currently formulating
President, and his concurrence
plans for the construction of
was obtained. Special parking
a new building for the same
was introduced, and some adpurpose to offer Armstrong
pustments and increases
in
students
Jew-rent,
modern,
employee parking were made.
convenient housing. We would

like to know which type of
building ASe students would
prefer-one with s epa rat e
apartments, or one with onebedroom dorm-like dwellings.
He would appreciate the cooperation of students in relaying their preference via the
Inkwell.

If IT's IN
li'slT

At the present, there is one.
vacant apartment which can
be rented by one or two pe0ple. If you are interested,
please contact Dr. Bhatia at
his office in Victor Han or by
calling his home phone. No.
364-6629.
.

.
.

Evaluation 'eaRl VisitS A$C
A committee from
the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools visited the
Armstrong State College cempus on October 17-19.
The
purpose of the Committee's
visit was to evaluate preparations being made for graduate
programs in teacher Bdueetion and Business Administra&
tion to be offered by the Savannah Graduate Center, a
joint venture of Armstrong
State College and Savannah
State College. Members of the
Committee were: Dr. John
Richardson, Dean of the Graduate School, Memphis State
University
(Chairman);
Dr.
George Harper, English Department, Florida State University; Dr. Richard Wallace,
School of Business Administration, Winthrop College.

The Committee
examined
facilities on both campuses
and discullllCd the proposed
graduate programs with faculty members and administrators. After evaluating the information they have collected, /
the members of the Committee
will prepare a written report
for submission to President
Ashmore and Jackson.
This report will then become part of the resouree
material for the final development of graduate programs ~
be offered by the Graduate
Center. This type of Committee visits is standard proced_
ure followed by the Southem
AssOciation of Colleges a~d
Schools when member institutions
are
planning new
graduste programs.

$60 MEAL TICKET
SAVE $30

WINDSOR RESTAURANT
.......

EAGLE'S BAR GRAPH SHIRT
Eagle turned their controller's chart into a shirt.
Eagle's controller tried to convince them to make the
shirts that are popular today. Instead of inventing
the shirts that are going to be popular tomorrow.
He made his case with reports, tables, even a bar
graph.
Which Eagle promptly turned inta another
new shirt idea. That's what makes Eagle the shirtmakers' shirtmaker.
The Eagle Bar Graph shirt in fortrel (R) palyester and
cotton. Long Dover collar, wide buttoned cuffs. With
Blue bar design, or brown. $15.00. Tie, $B.50.

355 9210

12322

Sa_nnall. G

DrIve
31406

Armstrong State College Stuclents
Get IDc Off On Each $1 Purchase

folJu1J.lWrb
INC.
TEN STATE ST. WEST

THE INKWELL _ ABMSTBONG

Pate Four

STATE COLLEGE

An A.TeA Presentation

Downing, McCorkle Urge ASC
Students To Get Involveel
Aetio. Tbrolllrh Community
presented
WO
County Commissioners, Robert
McCorkle and Frank Downing
in a discussion Thursday, October 21, in Jenkins Auditorium. Their talk concerned the
Oeala Aquifer. which is the
underground freshwater water
table running from
North
Carolina to Florida. By continuous pumping t h r 0 ugh
wells, there is a seroius dang..
er of the water level dropping
80 low that salt water from
the ocean will mix with the
aquifer. This has already occured in Beaufort, South Carolina and Brunswick, Ga.
AWanHU

County Commissioner Me·
Corkle reported approximately 72 million gallons per day
are being pumped out of the
water supply. This figure is
based only on voluntary information given by the industries, since they are not ~
quired by law to release their
statistics.
There are several wells not
even accounted for, meaning
the water usage could easily
be 90 million gallons per day
or more.
McCorkle stated that a proposal made by him to place
meters on all wells more than

three inches in diameter was
voted down by the commissioners by a 5-2 vote. At present industry
"could pump
the underground water dry
and pull in the Atlantic Ocean
and nobody could stop it."
It was also stated that the
industries could use purified
water from the Savannah and
Ogeechee Rivers for a little
more money than
pumping
out of the aquirer cost. This
expense, moreover. could be
charged ofl as overhead. But,
it seems that industries only
consider the "almighty dollar"
as a motivation.

DoWDing Quotes

StatlstleaJ

-..eh

A.n Exclusive Interview with Commissioners Downing and McCorkle

McCorkle: "... Industry Is Afraid To
Inform The Public About Their Activities"
Bill Richardson;
editor of the ecolog)·
department 0/ the
Ink well, conducted
the following inter.
view with Judge
Frank O. Downing
and Judge Robert
McCorkle alter the
forum about the aqu.
ifer.
INKWELL: Are there any
laws governing the aquifer at
the present time? If there are
no laws, why haven't the state
agencies attempted to have
legislation passed in order to
protect our water supply?
DOWNING: The reason
that there are no laws on the
books is because the people of
Georgia have not been made
aware of what is happening
to our water supply. The people who live inside the city

think that just because they
pay their water bill that there
will continue
to be fresh
water.
State
agencies, up until
now, have not had the needed
support or power to see that
adequate legislation is passed.
INKWELL:
Judge McCorkle, why did your bill fail to
pass the County Commission?
McCORKLE: 1 fccl that industry is afm,id to inform the
public about their activit~e8.
Certain county commissioners,
who represent these industries,
are enabling these corporations to keep their activiti.e8
secret and out 01 public centrot
INKWELL:
Why did Mr.
Counts, head of the U.S. Geological Survey, feel that there
was no need to "push" for
needed legislation?
McCORKLE:
I don't know.
DOWNING:
He has given
no apparent reason,
INKWELL:
Mr. Howard.

Head of the Georgia Water
Quality Control Board, feels
that immediate legislation on
the state level is necessary.
Do you know why there are
conflicting views between Xr.
Counts and Mr. Howard!
McCORKLE: Perhaps Mr.
Howard feels that the danger
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Bill Richardson,
Editor

of salt water intrusion is near
and if we wait 10 or 15 years
then the problem will be uncontrollable.
INKWELL:
Are there any
proscribed
m.ethods or restrictions
on the drilling of
ariesion wells!
"
McCORKLE:
No Mr. Howard stated that due to the
fact that there are no methOds
for the drilling of wells, many
areas such as Brunswick, Ga.
and Beaufort County have had
salt water intrusion. I fee I
that the s tat e legislature
needs to issue permits to com.
penies who drill wells and
establish some sort of conb-ol
over the sinking of atresion
wells.
DOWNING: I agree.
INKWELL:
What
exactly
does Senator Zipper's bill do
about the aquifer.
DOWNING:
The bill will
establish a commission t hat
will study the problem for the
next 5 years and suggest the
minimum
amount of water
that each industry may con.
sume. Any amount of water
extracted over the established
rate for that industry will be
subject to a 1c per gallon
charge.
If more than 100,000 gallons
are pumped Over their minimum, then the industry wi1I
be fined $10,000 per 100 000
gallons, and the offense is a
misdemeanor.
INKWELL:
What needs to
be done to the bill?

SHAWM,

DOWNING:
Then 10 ...
need to spend 10 yean to .....
dy the proble"",. At the _
sent time there Ia IDOI'8 ...
enough information available.
There needs to be a __
that would Include ItrIct _
terinC of these weIIo 10 U to
prevent the forro~
of IDfoL-.
matton.
INKWELL: Can
l'"'try enter Savannah
w1t1lout
seriously damaetna' our _
Ian water supply?
MoC<>rkle: No. 11 _
....
indu&try 11!IUr' S..... -.\
tAo
effect
em Me __
..."",

D_

would be diMut.roru. It ......rd
effect the people ... lar .......

"" Long

C&Uml/.

INKWELL How mu.h ...
the water level dropped IiDeo
we have had Union Camp aDd
the other large industries ID
Savannah?
•
DOWNING: Since 1940 the
water level has dropped Over
90 feet but it has remained
stationery
for the past 10
years due to the fact that DO
new wells have been drilled.
INKWELL: What can individuals do in regard to haviD&'
our wells metered and havfDg
other pollution measures PMI'"
ed in the state legislature aDd
county commission.
McCORKLE:
Citizens
of
our community should write
letters, make phone calls, aDd
appear before the various local and state hear\ncs
held
on pollution abatement.

YA'LL/

NEWEST GROUP ON CAMPUS _
FORMING! For JeWish Students I
ested In Social and ReligiolU Acti,,':';;
(aU studen~ a~e welcome).
\
MeCorkIe Auswers Questloaa as T.V.

ea- Bolls

OrganusallOnal Meeting to be held
Tue~~!, November 2, 12 :30p.m. Norf1a
Activities Room, New Student Center.

October 28, 1971
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Dental Hygiene

Free Use of ClinicAnnounced
Miss Terri Deal, Instructor
in Dental Hygiene, has announced
that
Armstrong's
Dental Hygiene Clinic facilities are
available at no
charge to those directly connected with Armstrong and,
their immediate families. Students, faculty, and administrative personnel may make ap-

pointments to have their teeth
cleaned and cheeked. If dental
caries (decay) or other dental

damage is found, the patient
will be referred to a dentist.
Those not connected with or
employed by Armstrong may
also use the clinic at a fee of
$1.00 for adults or $.50 for
children.
Regular Clinic hours are
Monday through Friday, 9:30
AM to 12 :30 PM. Appointments may be made by ealling the Dental Hygiene Clinic at 354-9715, extension 311.

I'll Tech Chemist Speaks
At ACS Meeting
Cheryl and Sondra F_n

In C1IDIc

Panhellenic News
Alpha Gamma Delta
Panhellenic
Council would
like to announce that Miss
Sylvia Sanders has resigned
her position as Panhellenic
Advisor, and Miss Vicky Reed
has been selected as the new
Advisor.
Gamma Rho chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta International Fraternity
proudly
announces our new pledges for
fall quarter 1971. They are
Carolle Dempsey, Cathy Derst,
Kathy Fogarty, Dianf'. Fuuihle, Brenda Haselden, Linda
Hodges, Shirley Jarriel, Susan
Kennedy, Mary Ann Mallory,
Debbie Martin, Margy Nixon,
Susanne Puckett, Susan Sowell, Wesley
Usher, Debbie
Vaughn,
and
Debbie
Von.
Waldner. A covered dish supper was given after pledging
to welcome the girls. A slumber party for the sisters was
given by the pledgee October
16th at Francine Wimbish's
house. Despite a shortage of
cokes, everyone had a good
time, and a lot of new talent
was discovered. Three pledges,
Diane Fouilhe, Linda Hodges,
and Cathy
Fogarty,
along
with two sisters, Jane Hoynes
and Teresa Rahn, are entered
in the Miss Geechee contest.
Alpha Gam is also proud that
two of cur pledges, CaroUe
Dempsey
and
Debbie Von
Waldner, were eJected Freshman
Senators,
and
Linda
Hodges was selected
be an
Armstrong
majorette.
Congratulations girls.

tc!

Ph.i Mu
Phi Mu sorority is proud
to announce that it has fifteen
new pledges this fall.
The
girls are Julie Anderson, Dee
Bacon, Susan Branch, Terri
Brannen,
Marcia Dickerson,
Rosanne Hayes, Angelia Hendrix, Martha Lewis, Carol McCorkle, Sharon Roberts, Renee
Smith, Leah Sturtevant, Debbie Thacker,
Leah Weldon,

and Annette Wilkins.
Last
Sunday Phi Mu victoriously
began their football
season
against Dental Hygiene. Phi
Mu's victory was with a wide
margin of 39-0.
On Saturday,
October 16,
Phi Mu had a bake sale at
Medical Arts Shopping Center. Thanks to the coordination and planning of Debbie
West, the sales was very profitable. On Saturday,
Oct. 23,
Phi lIu held
a car wash
at the Daffin Park Enco Station. Phi Mu is also proud ot
their contestants in the Miss
Geechee Pageant. 'I'hese girls
are Louisa Browne, Jane Rockwell, Brenda Price, Barbara
Smith,
Em m a
Thompson,
Carol McCorkle, Kathy Huskisson, and Annette Wilkins.
We wish all of these girls the
best of luck.

Sigma Ka.ppa.
Sigma Kappa sisters
announce the pledging of twelve
new members. These girls are:
Jean Crawford, Bobbie Douglas, Cheryl E l.k ins,
Cindy
Hall, Candy Hunnicutt,
Delores Knight, Julie Newsome,
Cherie Poythress, Chan Raut,
Fran Ryan, Sharon Wallace,
and Michel Woods.
Little and Big sisters were
announced at a pajama party
on Friday, Oct. 22. The sisters
also are proud that
Fran
Ryan and Sharon Wallace will
be running for Miss Geechee.
Sister
Rita Willamson
and
pledge Delores Knight
have
been selected to be Buccaneers.
Also Sister Julia Dyer has been
appointed to be an Armstrong
majorette.
Sigma will hold
a car wash on Oct. 30 at the
American Station on Abercorn
and Middleground Road.

~ruce
Victory

In the wake of the recent
disclosures of eagle destruction by ranchers in Wyoming,
a new bumper sticker has appeared: MAKE SHEEP THE
NATIONAL BIRD.

WITH

The nursing students began
the tall quarter with much activity. The main focal point
was a welcoming tea, given by
the sophomores for the Incoming freshmen. The next event
was the election of a "student
nurse of the year" from the
sophomore class.
Mrs. Betty
Hudgins, winner of the election, will
represent
Armstrong's local chapter of the
Student Nurse Association of
Georgia at the State Convention. Traditionally,
the nomination for the Miss Geechee
candidate from the AgC Nursing Association
comes from
the
freshmen
class.
This
years' the Student Nurses ksociation's candidate is Miss
Linda Hodges.

LtJ.

King and Prince)

Drive Shopping Plaza

MALE
SOON

Jeans From

WRIGHT
LIBERTY

LEVI
-

Any toothpaste containing
flouride will aid in preventing
decay according

mired the spanish moss and
other points of interest in our
city and expressed a desire to
return to Savannah at a later
date.

to Miss Deal;

but the flourdie loses its effectiveness
in storage. Improvements are being made to
the storage life of flouride in
toothpaste,
but a flouride
treatment by a dental hygienist, particularly
for children,
is 8: guarantee
of effective
prevention.

WinJsor Arms granJ" Quarter
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
1 and 2 Bedroom ApI e.
Furnished at an unfurnished rate.
•

Pool

•
•

Party room
Exercise room-Sauna

For further information contact
Gory Reinfroe on campus or resident
manager 01 354-7000.

Hi Neighhor
We have taken over Tony's Pina and
we would love to meet you. We try to bring
you the best food at the lowest possible
prices.

We

Will Be Open From
9 A.M.-ll P.M.

PLEASESTOP IN TO SEE US!

(jENE, BARBARA

and MOM SMITH
11515 Abercorn Street

HOME OF THE MONSTER

Phone 354-4744

WE HAVE A WEDNESDAY
NIGHT SPECIAL

Buy a Monster Burger

GORDON'S ALLEY

Featuring

COMING

News From The
Bed-pan Husders

(;orJon,

(Formerly

Mayhe A Turkey,

By WILLSON BLAKE
Dr. Charles Liotta, Professor of Chemistry at Georgia
Institute of Technology, spoke
to a joint
meeting of the
.Coastal Empire Section and
the Armstrong Student Affiliate group of the American
Chemical
Society, Tuesday,
Oct 19, at Tassey's Pier.
Dr. Liotta, whose main field
of work is physical organic
chemistry, gave an interesting
and informative talk on "The
Mechanism
of Transmission
of Non-Conjugative
Substituent Effects." He was speaking
in conjunction
with Georgia
Tech's traveling lecturer program.
The Coastal
Empire Section, composed mainly of professional chemists, invited the
Student
Affiliate
group of
Armstrong State College for
the joint meeting.
Dr. Liotta had several remarks about the college and
the city. He commented that
the undergraduate
labs at
Armstrong were better equipped than the undergraduate
labs at Georgia Tech. He ad-

Miss Deal said that, beginning January of 1972 (Winter
quarter),
the clinic will also
provide x-ray
and flouride
treatment service. X-rays will
be examined and, if necessary,
patients will be referred to a
dentist. Flouride treatments
have proven to be of value in
preventing
dental caries in
children and. are believed to be
of value to adults.

FLY

LANDLUBBER JEANSII

GET ONE FREE

.....

Oetober ZIl,
TIlE INKWEU.

-

Faalty FoalS On:

Mrs. Virginia Ramsey:
TAere __

-y

say you were in my class-alright, we feed in all those
IIu I h
bits of information and then
are
fIR in- the student is the one that arranges the pattern. We're re.arud8r ...,. remtJin sponsible for the bits of infor0'"
.....
0 ...... mation not the pattern. I am
neither responsible nor should
dent ~.
they I be responsible for the patIfUq ....
IIM!I on a tern he makes out of it bedaily __ lor almost cause then that's robbing him
of his individualism ... He's
three
got to create that. That's a,n
I. _
to m:. act of individual ego. He s
to arrange that pattern.
qlUlial
with got
As a teacher, I should give'
who dIeir instradoTS him the glass to play with.
H{Jw well do you think you
Teally
the INK·
BUCceedl
inauguTfIt.
1 have no idea."I don't have
ed • __
inter- any idea at all. I'd like to

a...

tlJere

/w ",,,,.

··th•.

elfort

.drnu

are.

WEU ..

0'

"We don't have Campus
Life because we don't
. . "
have Dormitones

Many people saw the .exact
same thing, but when did de-tached, objective, factual ~e. t·Ion and interpretatIon
scrrp
be • , Nobody knows when
gm.
Th t'
that moment occurs.
a s
why the news media-you. see
--that's
why, on both SIdes,
radical liberals and red-neck
conservatives attack the news
media, because even tellin~ ,a
factual, reporting story, 1~s
almost impossible to rema~n
detached and apart from It.
You can hardly observe anything without a bias. The o~ly
thing you can do is recogmse
you have the bias and try to
correct it if you can. If you
need to. Now if you're talking
personally to people, if you're

MOIl/be I'm. ;uat

7Wt paying

attention. . • .

I
That may be one, but
think it's a lot harder now to
stimulate, I think k:ds expect
a performance.
We re ~11 . of
us grew up with TV. WIth. mstant and immediate gratifying entertainment,
of so~e
form or another, and sustamed interlectual
concentratl.on,
a monotonous
voice talkmg
with no, sort of, psychedelic
backdrop is boring. And these
kids have been conditioned to
a more alive form for idea assimilation.
I mean they're
looking at a color tube with
all this going on, you know.
And they're also more passive.
You too. They have become re-

"ieuII IIith 'oculty
melll6en.)
Mra.. --...

AnlUtTong·.
if prettv

""v.iool _

bl4nd.
You're riPt. We had a conspiI"8CJ'at QIIe time to plant
ivy aDd atftI' the building,
but it ........got off the
ground. We blow it's boxy
and sRriIe JookiDg; we can't
do AIQ'thiDg
abo u t that
though. 'l'1ae Regents control
us eDYinmmeotally out here,
They COIItrol the curriculum,
they CiDIltr'ol the fact that
there are no dormitories, in
large part.. tbey"re more responailtle tbaa any. as far as
I'm coaeemed, for general student apath,. than anyone
thing. We dou.'t have a campus life beeause we don't have
donnitories.
Do we u.e atJccfnt a.pathy
and .. __ ,.. lile beea.use
contrilwtin.

__

But ••• wItea
te,.
_
loar "....
..

10 _

..........

-

-

1-.

IfOU I/O to colthen IlOU """'"
out
It:r.ter, Me llou. go-out tM ....... per_

-

......

in ""'cqt 1/OU

No. It's like a

kaliadi_
eeope. I feed you information,
opinions, maybe even from
time to the certain impresthat you gather-just
from. this relationship that's
a student-teacher on~not
the
one we've got right here but

mODS

the students himself wanta to
ask the

next

question.

You

can't do that, when you han
a large class, very sueeeuful-

(y. It'a difficult to do it. It'.
easy if you've got eight or ten.
So the structure of the eJau.
room is set up for someone
to stand there and talk at _
pie. It's not the fault of the
instructor, it's the fault of

interaction

and exehanp

and to promote the growth
a personaHty_nd

A teDate that Dr. Ashmore

have no expertise in 'that subjeet and Uft no right to im.
pose D1J' opiaions on my students in 8JQ' waJ'. And in a
way I tlIiDt be might be right.
Who am I ... my opinions
on Viet Ham or my opinions
on race reJationshipS or my
opinions ... aD7f;hing are
worth no more than yours. My
opinion 011 the proper use of
crammer. aDd OD stylistic devieea in reacIiDg prose, and
in lOme .....
re on certain
periods ia literature if worth
• beD of a lot more than yours.
At 1_ I paida lot more to
set where I am. And you paid
_
for lIlat expertice.

about it socraticly. That

is, you ean't go about it. by
asking a series of questions
and getting the appropriate
response so that the question
leads to the next point, that

get

Gwaretlea1

anythinc except English, I

go

dents is not the best po.sible
way to implant ideas and 110

1J«T1f littl.
t4 . • • dudent

operates under. and maybe
this i. justified, is that in
a classroom - for example
in my classroom, whatever my
private opinions are about

.

1 have 1/et !<I ...
....lIt1liat1
like that ... "'1/ cu.._. 1fHl.
like rm part of ... _.
Well, part of this ~s the
fault of the instructor In. the
classroom.
You have thirtyfive, forty-five or more pe0ple. One person who 8UI?POsed.~
ly has more kn0W;ledge ~ that
given field who s trymg ~
transmit that. Now you can t

the institution we inherited. A
better
way is three people
talking in a room. Rapping.
Everybody talks about ~
ping alright, that is a better
way, but it's not, at thia point,
practical.
The way
we've
structured education in a college situation, is that we cover
a given amount of material in
a given amount of time. Everybody knows what's wrong with
that. but how do you chaDI'!
it? A given amount of m.
terial for a given period of
time delivered in a formal way
to a group of listening stu-

t-.-..

the

un

ARMSTRONG. STATE COLLEGE

think that when a student got
through with my class, that
he felt .•.
that I had given
him information and the inspiration to learn. That I had
pushed back limitations that
he thought he had-about be.
ing a person or being a learner, either kind. But not that
I'd imposed any pattern on
him at all. I don't want to impose patterns.
It'. like •..
I can read a
book aM ffruI out about Btgles
of prOBe. Yeu. come to college
. . . I dtm!t lcnow why. Yau
could get more ja.ctU4l i:nf(Jll".
motion out of reading a. book.
Not as easily and not as
critically. Because you sort of
need. the forum of a class-room. To air a fact. I mean
a fact isn't something that's
black and white and stable and
unchanging. It slips and slides
like T. S. Elliot says words
do, you know, you can't fix
a fact. What is a tact? The
Civil War ended a certain date
in April in '651 That's a fact,
it doesn't change but everything connected to it you
know depending on the writer
that you read-it's
like I told
my freshmen yesterday, where
does factual, objective descrip.
tion end and interpretation hegins? Do you know the exact
point where you're no longer
being faetual? Take My Lai.

talking at intimate level with
somebody, then he wants your
candid feelings, not stripped
down and make sterile. But
in a classroom, that's a commodity I'm selling and I'm not
seBing myself and my opinions. If J do, I de it outside
of class, on their time and
mine, but not in that room. I
really believe that. I do. And
in that respect I agree with
Ashmore. A powerful personality is going to have its effect and it can have it outside of class anyway. It will
have it. The kids will seek out
those they want to listen to.
Some will.

ThOlethat needto hear will.
T1u>s. that want w he .. r
1Oil~
Right. That's right, that's a
better way of stating it. But
on the other hand, I have no
right, and neither does anyI mean as far as I'm concerned, my own opinion, I have no
right to brainwash my class,
to my persuasion, a student
who's sitting there. Politieally, religiously or any other

way.
I want more out of my in.
.Wuctor. 1 .eld&m feel what
1/ou'd oaoll challenged or .ti....
ulated a.t A1"1n8trong.
Well, I don't know, there's
probably two or three reasons

for that .•.

ceivers of impressions, rather
than contributors
to a dialogue. They're
as unable to
establish a dialogue &8 I am
as an instructor
to initiate
one. Maybe I'm dull and boring and dryas hell, but on the
other side of the coin, they're
passive, lethatgic,
apathetic.
Ob1!i<>usl1/ the
subject
of
English.
exciteg
you, CQ4t8e
you're Jwre wnd 'WtWked to get
hiere. The excitement
is there.
ooonmunication
between
the
communication
between. the
group and the group leader,
and if tkere'B no give t.m.d
U1.ke •••
I've got kids, I've got about
twenty-two
or three freshmen in those classes that are
getting into arguments with
each other, they're there, you
Imow-they-they've
forgotten
that I'm even in the classroom,
and I've got to call them back
to get on the topiC-Well, it
is the topic but I've got to
sort of control it.
Keep tMn(18 moving'
Yeah, 01" move it to another
thing. I think they do. If a
professor encourages an exchange it happens at Armstrong just like it would anywhere else. I encourage it because I cfJ,n't teach without a
response. That happens to be
my personality,
With. (I. couple of e~ceptiona,

at

I think in

the long run that'. the aim at
an education. You're not fm..
parting
skills, you're gt:rina
a personality a chance to crow
somehow.
B~ ""'. 1/0U'

A

at"",,"

CO'm.6BwO a coUegl1 witA "....
judie..
a.nd 10..".. with "....
judices- •••

Right. Never having reeornized that they're prejudieeoand that's the problem. He'.
never had a forum that h.
could pour prejudiees, opinions and-and
assessments m.
to and have someone evaluate
them, a lot of people evaluate
them, and say: don't you Ie8
that you're arguing from •
fallaeious
premise, don't you
understand that this is a prejudicial view! And he ean .,:
no it's not, it's based on my
experience from this . . • and

try to justify his position. He
can't do that in a classroom.
How can you do that with

thirty

students _or fifty-five

students,

each person trying
bent.
you're transmitting

to justify his personal
And

if

knowledge that is prettY well
sterilized, you loww, given in
a sort of scholarly, detached.
'Way, you don't invite
response.
What are students
ever going to react to? With
most students, given the eonditioning of the student-teaeh.
er relationship, the reaction
is sort of conditioned passin-

(Continued on Page 11)
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A.pathy Or Poor Communkations?

Freshman Senators Analyze Poor Voter Turnout
lOHN H U D SON:
That
would have helped. because a
lot more people would have
known about it.
INKWELL: Would you suggest that the freshman class
elections be held later. perhaps at the beginning of winter quarter?
ALL: No. They need to be
held during the fall quarter,
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:
I think that another thing they
need is for the places to vote
to be more spread out.
The
old student center is really
where they needed one, They
could have had two big eenters to vote.
MARVA BYRD: Another
problem was that there were
a lot more people who would
have liked to run than those
who did. I was talking to a
boy who is very interested in
student government.
He was
really upset when he found
out that we were already
elected. They should have publicized the nominations more.
The only reason I knew was
that
one person suggested
that I sign up after she found
out that I was interested
in
student government.
INKWELL:
Do' you think
that the small voter turnout
indicates
that the freshman
class is not spirited and does
not care about its S.G.A.?
Could that be a part of the
problem 1
JOHN H U D SON:
That
could have been part of the
problem. but the main probIem was that nobody knew
about the elections. Of course,
there are always going to be
some who don't really care.
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:
Yes. Like the ones who come
here
because Momma
and
Daddy
don't have
enough
money to send them to Georete so they can party. You're
going to have those people out
here,
INKWELL: Are you in a·
greement with the philosophy
that if a student is really Interested
in his' S.G.A. he will
find out about its organization and elections?
::MARVA BYRD: Not neeessarily.
CAROLLE
DE M P S E Y :
There are going to be very
few people who will seek out
the information.
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:
For one thing they do not
know who to get in touch

Total votes cast were 1'17
out of a total of 1,062 eligible voters
in the recent
freshman Senatorial elections.
The four freshman Senators-elect,
Carole Dempsey,
Debbie Von Waldner, J 0 h n
Hudson, and Marva
Byrd,
were interviewed
by INKWELL
staff
member Bob
Tatem, to publically expreaa
their feelings on the matter.
INKWELL: What you you
feel were some of the reasons
for the small voter turnout for
the freshman class election?
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:
Nobody knows what is going
on at Armstrong, not only in
elections, but anything that is
going on out bere.
MARVA BYRD: People
don't pay much attention to
those TVa, They don't reslly
serve the purpose. The peepIe who are interested, the
people who are not apathetic,
perhaps watch the TV. Then
we have another problem since
hslf of the freshman
cIaas
spends time in the old student center and doesn't see
the TV.
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:
The TV's are not eye catchers
anyway. You see black and
white running
across
the
screen, but what does it say?
MARVA BYRD: Those who
were conducting the elections
should have announced and
even had
posters
saying,
llCome to the elections!'
It
would have been much better
if we could have made signs
ourselves saying, "Come to
the elections!'
CAROLLE DEMSEY: Another thing, communications
may not be good, but a lot of
people don't care. "Big deal,
we have elections."
JOHN HUDSON:
I think
that moat of them did care a
lot, but nobody could see
where they were being held.
There was a lDlall sign which
said, 'Truhman:
vote here!'
CAROLLE DEMPSEY:
I
wid a lot of people to come
and vote, and afterwards
I
uked them If they had gone,
They said. "No. I didn't have
time to run over to the student center and cast my ballot" I think that if they had
eared they would have found
time. I would have.
INKWELL: When and where
were the elections held!
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:
Wedneaday night
for night
studenta and Thuradsy
and
part of the day Friday in th/J
new student eenter.
JOHN HUDSON: Then tbey
moved. the elections into the
Students Affairs office where
nobody could Bee it on Friday and part of the day Thursday,
INKWELL: Were there allY
sig'ns indicating
where the
elections were to be held!
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:
There was one table with different people manning it.
CAROLLE DEMPSEY:
I
think that it is a good idea
that if you want to run you
have to have twenty.five peo~
pe to lip for you,

&.

with. If you say president or
the student government,
one

11
replies
with
"we.
thaU"
th~~Ks~::L~e~:~Ou
freshman

class

b '
w 08
th'nk
of ~he

may

equated the effectiveness
the
characteristics
of

tro

have
d
a~
the
·tb

S,G.A,
at Arms
ng
WI
similar
student governments
in the local high schools?
CAROLLE
DEMPSEY:
1 thinkI
think that some peop
e
h
s
that it would be t e :am:. ah
in high school. In t etud Ig t
school that I went to. s
eUb
government
was pretty muc
a farce.
It was a popularity
contest.
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:

Once you're in student govhave so many things that you
ernment in high school, there
have to read that you do Dot
isn't mueh that you can do
often read something that is
because you are really renot mandatory.
smcted, You always have to
MAVA BYRD: Often they
ask someone if you can do
are totally petrified
of colsomething. Here, I think it
lege at first, and they just
is more open.
want to get the basic things
MAVA BYRD: From the
done. They don't think anyfirst meeting I want to, I nothing about the student govtieed that there was a diaernment at first, I think that
tinct difference between high
as time .goes on, the freshman
school government
and colclass will beeom~ more and
lege government.
College is
more concerned WIth the funca lot more formal and proeetioning of the. sc~ool i~elf
dures are set.
rather than WIth Just bemg
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:
there,
You get the impression that
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:
things can be done.
Loyalty takes a while to be
CAROLLE DE M P S E Y:
instilled in someone. 'SuddenAnd it is not like a socially
you're dropped out of high
hour. In high school governschool into college and you
ment it was. I think that it
really don't know if you're gocan be different.
I know at
ing to fit in or not. It takes
orientation
Dennis
(Pruitt)
a while for you to get used to
got and gave this great big
it.
speech about how much stuJOHN HUDSON: I think
dent government
does, but
maybe
next quarter
when
that it was aU high school everyone is more adjusted, it
presidents
say. "I'm gonna
will be much better.
Maybe
change it. We're going to get
we can do something about it.
this!'
Nobody even knows what they
JOHN HUDSON: I think if
are doing. That question has
more people are made aware
been asked of me by at least
of this point that you were
twenty people-c''What do ya'll
just talking about about
do 1"
how it is different
- that
INKWELL: Do you believe
perhaps more interest would
that there should be an asbe created.
sembly or several assemblies
MARVA BYRD:
I think
in which all candidates are
also that there is a smaller
present to present their platgroup of people here to work
forms to the members of the
with. In high school governfreshman class?
ment there are 80 many peoMAVA BYRD: I think that
ple, but here you feel like you
if the people who are running
can get something done. Peoare interested
enough they
ple should realize that even
will let their policies and
though there is a smaller
their ideas be known from
group of people each one can
person to person.
be reached. They also should
INKWELL: With less than
be told that they can come to
ten percent of the freshman
these Senate meetings. That is
class voting, do you feel that
very important.
you represent the freshman
INKWELL: In yOUl' opinclass?
ion, on what basis did the
CAROLLE
DEMPSEY:
freshmen cast their votes in
Well, we'll try. That's about
the freshman elasa senatorial
.
the only thing we can say.
elections?
CAROLLE DE M P S E Y :
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:
It doesn't make us feel like
Popularity.
When
you ,re a
the whole freshman class is
freshman you don't know t h e
behind us-no. Because there
people who are running. When
you are a freshman you don't
are a hundred and seventyknow anybody, and that is
seven people we can count on,
the only way to vote. Maybe
you know, who are going to
if somebody worked in your
help us,
high school government and
INKWELL: Do you think
really did a good job, you
that the small turnout for the
might vote for this somebody.
freshman
e l a s s senatorial
But on the whole, it is j~st
election will make it more
popularity; and you have to
difficult
far the S.Q-.A. to
hope that the most qualified
carry out its programs?
CAROLLE
D EM P S E Y ,
I
t lected
poop e ge e
.
.
Definitely. I think you're alINKWELL : D 0 you believe
that it was the candidates'
ways going to have that probduty to publicize the election
lem because apathy will kill
and to encourage voter turnjust about anything that you
out?
try to get accomplished.
MA VA BYRD: Many atnSEVERAL : Y es.
CAROLLE D E M P S E Y :
dents are planning to go to
,
other
colleges either
next
I think it was student govem·
ment's responsibility,
also.
quarter or next year.
JOHN HUDSON:
Well, I
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:
told a lot of people when it
They don't realize that whatwas but they never saw the
ever we can do here now is
d'd
'
to mean
polling place.
They
J n 't
gomg
some th'mg b e' no t th a t
know where it was.
cause Armstro ng IS
INKWELL: Do you think a
well established. When you go
majority of the students re.
to Georgia, what are you goceived a handbook?
ing to be 1 _ Another stu.
JOHN HUDSON: I think a
dent.
At least you're known
.
btl
l'n the classes here, There are
majority received It,
u
don't think they read it. You
nut 300 people in the classes

and even the teachers can get
to know you.
INKWELL: Do you think it
would be in the best interest
of the freshman class if there
was to be a re-election for
freshman class officers?
MARVA BYRD:
If the
freshman class wanted it then
I would go along with it.
CAROLLE DE M P S E Y :
I can't see having a recall
and then have only a fivepercent turnout, which would
probably be what would happen.
MAVA BYRD:
I don't
know, it might be a big farce.
But, if enough people expreased the desire for a re-election
I think there should be -another election to determine if
there should be a re-election,
and then a re-election.
CAROLLE DE M P S E Y :
And also allow more people to
run. A lot of people wanted
to run who never got a chance
to. I think that if we could
blow this thing back up-let
them know and inform them
-sure, go ahead and h a v e
another election.
MAVA BYRD: If they don't
want us, then we won't be
able to help them.
INKWELL: Do you think
that the results of a new election would be any better than
the results from the previous
one?
CAROLLE D E M P S E Y :
It depends on how well you
reach the public. I would like
to think that if we had a reelection and 100 percent voted
that I would be re-elected, but
you really don't know.
INKWELL: If a new election were decided on, what
suggestions would you have
concerning its organization?
CAROLLE D E M P S E Y :
Definitely inform the people.
Even if you have to get out
I
h
with a megaphone,
et t em
k now. Can did
1 ates
w h0 are
h
d
running s ould get out an
tell people that they're run.
YOU mig
, ht not know
mng.
h
t
"
w a IS gomg on, b U t at Ieas t
'11'mg t 0 gwe
'
It a
you are WI
1
try. If people only knew that,
I think it would take away
from the popularity angle.
JOHN HUDSON:
I think
that any candidate will say
that he is going to help the
student but until the students
decide that they want to help
themselves, nothing can really
help them.
INKWELL: Are there any
other points that you Wl'sb to
bring
out
concerning
the
freshman elections?
DEBBIE VON WALDNER:
Unless the students back us
up in what we are trying to
do for them, then our pos!tions are J'ust a farce.
We
really shouldn't
be here' if
they are not going to help us
out. Also, I think more in.
formation should be given on
the student government du-~I'ng on'entation,
MAVA BYRD: If anycfJe
has any complaints with the
student government
there is
the student government office
in the new student center that
they can go to anytime.
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long enough, but we were fortunate to have good weather.
We rot. lot aeecmpllsbed.".
Coach Kinder
stated
the
purpose of fall practice: "Oue
first eoncern during fall practice is to look at each player
under game conditions.
Generally, we are much improved
over last lear. We've got a
long way to go before spring,
however. My main
concern
right now is that everyone
will keep his grades up and
stay eligible."
When asked about the returning players, Coach Kinder
said, "Most of the people who
were here last year hit the
ban well. We'll also have a
good pitching staff."
Kinder pointed out that
Armstrong will play a tough
schedule the spring, and the
outcome of the season will
depend largely on how the
players develop themselves in
the off-season.

The Armstrong State College cross country team will
venture into a grudge match
against the Georgia Southern
team this Saturday over the
Armstrong course.

Focus On:

Stan Sammons
Stan Sammons did not become interested in basketball
until his family moved to Atlanta during his junior year
of high school. He has since
earned a letter in the sPQrt
every year.
This is just one of the many
remarkable facts about Stan
Sammons that makes him a
great athlete and basketball
player. He has two intramliral
tennis doubles Championships
to his credit; competed in
track in high school throwing
the shot 45' and the discus 130'
has lettered for three season
at Armstrong in basketball;
won the Pirate's Most Improved Player award in his
sophomore year; is an agreesive ball player who gives 100
per cent at all times; is a
good defensive player and
strong rebounder; and has an

Managers Play
Important Role
The only elements necessary
for a weUooOrganized
basketball team are good players and good coache., right 1
Wrong. The team managers
have a very important job in
IDIk1ng lure that the team is
wall-prepared to play their
pm ...
Thla y .. r'. ASC basketb.ll
team is proud to have two of
the belt managers in recent
years with veteran Kenny Wi!llama and "Rookie" Brad
BtU7. Their dutle. range
fJom checking out equipment
to keeping team morale high.
The,. keep the practice clothes
dean and make sure the athletes are taken care of as well

1J'Il

Cross Country TeaRl
To Face (iSC

Pirates Blast
Brunswick
Fall baseball practice ended
last Friday with Armstrong
beating
Brun.wiek
College
13-3. The Pirate. had previouly downed Brunswick 5~2.
A &' a i n 8 t Brunswick,
Armatron. bad timely hitting,
alert defense, and stingy pitchine.
Coach
Kinder
was
plaased with hi. • ... nd fall
praetice. stating: "It wasn't

October Z8,

as possible. Head basketball
Coach Bill Alexander had high
praise for Williams and Brady, sa;ying "They take the
place of another assistant
coach. They are first to get
here in the afternoon and the
last to leave at night. Their
work is appreciated by the
players as well as by me and
Coach Kinder."
Kenny Wiliams explained
the attitude of the managers:
'fThe team has tremen40us
material this year. Brad and
I are happy to he a part of
the team. I think we'll have a
su~cessful season, hopefully
.....
nnging ABC national recog_
nition."

exceptional hook sIiot.
His exceptional hook shot
has earned him the nickname
of 'Hook" and his shot is
rumored to rival the hook
shot of Bill Russell. At 6'6"
and 218 lbs., Stan is quite ef~
fective in clogging up the middie on defense and backs down
to one while fightiq
for a
rebound.
Coach Alexander described Stan as "a great team
man. Stan is one of the most
intelligent ballplayers on the
team."
Stan, who has traveled
widely, is the son of Lt. Colonel & Mrs. Chaphin R. Sammons. He came to Annstrong
from Briarcliff High in Atlanta.
Stan, a history major, carne
to Armstrong because 44. • •
the way the school was. It was
small enough where you could
get to know other students
and professors as well. I also
heard it was rated high academically and a real quality
school. Rob e r t
(Bradley),
Dennis (Pruitt),
and I hecame good friends as freshmen and have seen the development of Armstrong's
basketball program."
Stan loves the outdoors. He
enjoys fishing and 'hunting
as well as water sports. Ten.
nis, however, is his favorite
hobby. He explained by stating, "I like tennis-its
you
against someone else with no
one to take up the slack."
Stan showed his confidence
in this year's team when .he
said, "This year we can beat
anyone we play if everyone
pulls together."

The Pirates are especially
looking forward to this meeting with their perennial rivals
from
Statesboro
(Georgia)
after being forced into a situation requiring
a forfeiture
from ASe on October 2 at the
GSC campus.
At that
time, the Annstrong team refused to run
because of numerous last minute changes in the course. The
poorly marked changes made
it impossible for the Pirate
runners to be able to follow
the new course. The forfeiture
came directly after Georgia

Southern's
cross co U D tr,
coach, Mr. Urkley, inIalted
the intelligence of Dr. CecIrIe
Stratton, ASe cross country
coach, and the A.rms1zoDi"
runners.
The Arm.trong
team ....
been very .trong lately. TbIa
Is exemplifted by the Plrata'i
high finished
In the Weat
GeO'rgia
Invitational
ThIa
meet had many of the beat
small college teams In tIia
country competing for the top
prizes.
Freshman
Bill y CarioB
(31:42) croeeed the moUD~
ous course first for the Pirates. He placed a respeetable
47th out of 139
Cal'roll was followed closely by
freshmen Charlie K ire her
(33:52) end Marahal1 Crosby
(33:54).

.tarters.

Buccaneers Have
What It Takes
If you happen to see a maroom crushed velvet hot pants
outfit running around campus
or at a basketball game, there
will probably be a Buccaneer
inside. The Buccaneers are a
group of girls on campus who
will be ASC's official hostesses not only for athletic events
but for receptions, press conferences, and the recruiting of
potential students. This group,
whose main purpose is to promote ASC, will appear at all
of the Pirates' hom e games
at the new Civic Center sell-

Power (Ops
Powers (ops
Ken Powers, an Armstrong
State student, recently placed
high in the Mary Calder Invitational Golf Tournament. The
golf tournament
had 20 professionals and 40 of the best
amateurs from the Savannah
area competing in it.
Powers shot rounds of 73(Continued on Page 11)

ing programs and greetinr
guests. At the present,
tile
Buccaneers are selling .....
ticket. to ASC alUlllDi.
The origin of thIa orpnlzation dates back to I••t
spring when Coach Alezander
formed a small group of gIrIa
with these purposes in mIDd.
Uniforms
were made
ad
boota were ordered duriDll tile
summer. A constitution wu
written and is now betore the
Student Activltie. Committaa
for approval.
The ultimata
hope of the Buccaneers II to
be offici.lly
recognized
OD
campus.
The group conslate of tile
following girl.: Julie AndaIson, Debie Brewer, LouiIa
Browne, Pam Burke, Hilary
Buzas, Carone Dempaey, JIll.
dred Deal (co-captain}, Anna
Dismukes,
Rosanne
Bayes,
Kathy
Huski •• on (captain),
Shirley
J.rriel
(tre88U1'e1'),
Dolores Knight, Lynn
gett, Karen McLendon, If.,.
linda
Murry, Teresa
Rahn
(secretary),
Cornelia Robertson, Kathy Scully, Barbara
(Continued on Page 11)
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On IntercoUegime Level:

Bowling Arrives At ASC
Armstrong
State
ColJege
will venture into bowling on
an intercollegiate level for the
first time this year.
This
team is an outgrowth of the
intramural
team
that
has
placed well in tournaments
against major college opposition over the past two years.
The Pirates'
team will be
among the 17 members of the
Southern Intercollegiate
Bowling Conference.
The SrBC is divided into
four divisions. The champions
of each division will compete
for the conference title.
AU season matches are on
a home-and-home basis.
Armstrong is in the Coastal
Division along with the Citadel, University of South Caro-lina, and the University of
North Carolina at WHming-

GOING •••

Intramurals: .

PIKE Edges
Circle K
FLAG FOOTBALL
RESULTS

Oct. 17, 1971

•••

Men:
Vets, 0; Pi Kappa Phi, o.
BSU, 82; PKl', 13.
WASP, 20; Golden Joks, O.
PIKE, 7; Circle K, 6.
Women:
BSU, 6; Alpha Gamma Delta, o.
Phi Mu, 39; Dental Hy-

GOING •••

giene, O.

Sylvia SlIIIIlers. P.E. Instructor
Makes Big Splash
Male Cheerleaders Lend a Helping Hand.

as ASC

Basketball Tourney
Plans Announced
A preseaaon

basketball tour-

nament for men will be organized
thia month. Entry
deadJJne la October 29th.
These goidelinea will be followed:
1. Double elimination tonr-

mural points. Persons interested in playing in this tournament should contact Coach
Bedwell for further informa-

tion.

Sigma Kappa
over Hot
Pants by forfeit.
The "Vets" and Pi Kappa
Phi f 0 ugh t to a scoreless
tie with both teams moving
the ball but unable to push
across a score.
Both teams
were seeking their first win
after opening losses. Baptist
Student Union opened up an
early lead and held off a
fourth quarter rally by PKT
for a 32-13 victory. Steve Horton passed to Wilson Blake for
a 75 yd. touchdown for the
longest scoring play of the
day.
The "WASPS"
scored 20
first half points and defeated
the "Golden .Joks."
Wayne
Powell led the way by scoring
twice and passing for the other. In the most exciting game
of the afternoon, PIKE edged
favored Circle K 7-6. Both
touchdowns were scored by the
defense and PIKE made their
extra point try good.
Danny O'Conner
returned
an intercepted pass 76 yards
for a TD for PIKE and Wi!(Continued on Page 11)

nament.

2. oDJ7 two ex-varsity pla7-

ers

on

aD)'

one

team. Both

maybe in game at same time.
8. Players that play for a
team in this tournament are
in no way bound to theae
leama in tha regnlar .. asen
league in Winter

Qnart81'.
wID be played at

4. aam.
12:80 P.IL or at night.
The pi
_
heakethal1
~

Ia not fm Intra-

We'll help you grow
SAVANNAH BANK
& TRUST COMPANY
ABERCORN and LARGO

ton. The other teams in the
conference
include Georgia
Tech, Florida State, Florida,
A&M, Valdosta State, Tennessee,
Clemson, Appalachian
State, North 'Carolina, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina A and I, and the University of North Carolina
at
Chapel H:ill.

There are five members on
each team. The Students presently competing for the ABC
team in order of their positions are Charles Shusda, Carson Justice, John Edwards,
Roan, Gary Beasley, Delma
Smith, Larry Beasley, Norris
Montague, Doug Shantz, and
Bill Porter.

"SLICK"
By STEVE

HOLLAND

Hustling's the game ...
Ike and Skip are their names.
I'm referring, of course of 6'4" Ike Williams and 6'5" Skippy
Warner, two freshmen who have what it takes to reach the
top in college basketball.
These two future All-American
candidates have the scoring, rebounding, ball-handling,
enthusiasm and desire to play an important
part in putting
Armstrong
and Savannah
on the national basketball map.
Ike Williams is a 6'4'" jumping jack from Johnson High
where he led his team in scoring two straight years with
22 and 25 point averages.
He added to this amazing point
production pace with 13 rebounds in both of these seasons.
Ike's good luck charm is his soul band which he wears on
his right arm. Many taller opponents will become frustrated
by the consistency with which they see this soul band soar
above them to snatch down rebounds or tap in two points.
Besides his other fantastic talents, Ike has a set of moves
similar to Earl "The Pearl" Monroe of the Baltimore Bullets.
It takes a great defensive player to effectively cover this scoring machine. Ike has a serious, mature attitude that-should
combine with his talents in making Ike Williams a nationally recognized basketball name.
"Skip" Warner, another Hustler, comes to the Pirates
via Effingham County High where he averaged an outstanding 25 points and an almost unbelievable 16 rebounds per
game. While at Armstrong, Skippy hopes to improve on his
already great basketball talents and get the quality of education this school is known for. He hopes to become a professional ball player and with his many abilities this ambition could easily become a reality.
Another new guard joining Armstrong this year is a
junior college transfer, Daryll Wilson. Daryll will be lookedupon for experience and leadership. Daryll has good jumping ability and a dead-eye shot to go along with it. Both
Coach Alexander and Coach Kinder agree that Daryll will
be a great asset to the winning of this year's Pirates.
I've personally seen many great guards, and I can honestly say these guys can become some of the greatest while
leading Armstrong to many national tournaments.
After
all, 29, rebounds per game is pretty hard ball-playing for a
pair of guards.
So far things are looking really great, right?
But if
you think the talent stops here waith 'till you see what's
coming back from last year's squad to join the fantastic
talent.
So until next week: STAY HIGH. ON SPORTS.

ARTISTS!
RUNNING SHORT?
We now carry a complete line of artists'
material featuring such names as Grumbacher and Liquitex.
Oil - Acrylics - Watercolor - Pastels - Brushes
Canvas - Easels - Sets - Miniatures
"How TO" Books - Crafts
10% Student

Discount with I.D.

7927 Abercorn Expreaaway
Phone' 352-8220
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Guttmaeher Reveals Attitudes
(oncerning Planned Parenthood
Dr. Alan F. Guttmacher,
noted author and President of
Planned
Parenthood
- World
Population came to Savannah
from New York Friday at the
invitation of the loca' Planned
Parenthood Board President,
Mrl. Carl Meadows. A luncheon-meeting of the Board featured Dr. Guttmaeher's speech.
In relating the history of
the Planned Parenthood move-

ment, Dr. Guttmacher stated
that 65 years ago Margaret
Sanger started the first birth
control clinic in the U.S. in
the Brownsville Section of
Brooklyn. Motivated
by the
dire needs and heartaches she
had witnessed
as a nurse
among the poor, she established this clinic despite a law
that said "no one may give
contraceptive information to
anyone for any reason," She
was a pioneer with an ideathat no woman should be denied knowledge which could
save them from the misery accompanying unwanted
pregnancies. The new clinic overflowed with poor women who
had no where to turn for such
information. Five days later
Margaret Sanger was arrested, placed in jail and her clinic closed. This was the first
of several "confinements" for
her over the early years of
Planned Parenthood.
Dr. Guttmacher noted that
during those years, hospitals
considered birth control toboo, health departments shied
from the mention of it. Consequently, the r e was little
birth
control
information
available to anyone but concurrently, a large number of
illegal or Udirty" abortions
among the poor. From about
1916 to 1930, Planned Parenthood could only serve women
who had written proof from
their doctor of needing birth
control information because of
medical necessity.
Further,
the only methods they knew
about were coitus interruptus,
the eondom and some years
later the diaphragm.
Initially, Planned Parenthood dinies were essentially
to help the indigent minority
but today the trend is
nrwenine· Now PP is reaehiDl' more middle class penons
while the hospitals and health
departments are serrieing the
poor.

vestigate the possibilities of
beginning an independent clinie which would attempt
to
service people who hesitate to
use the established "free" clinic. Their clinic, tentatively,
would have a fee with a sliding scale according to the patients ability to pay for the
service.
Concerning this arrangement,
Dr. Guttmacher
commended the Board for
their concern with the whole
community and reminded the
audience that close communication must be maintained between the health department
and the PP to insure a complete coverage but avoid duplication of efforts of the two
groups.
Concerning

abortion,

Dr.

Guttmacher said that
abortion laws
are

Georgia
psuedo-

liberal"; they pretend to be
liberal, but in practice are
not. In states
where such
"pauedo-liberal"
laws exist,
the wealthy manage to secure
an abortion through
"legal"
means, but the poor can't. He
noted that the rates of "dirty"
abortions,
maternal
death
rates and other pertinent data
need to be presented to the
legislators if the laws are to
be eliminated.
A special clinic for teenagers, who hesitate to go to
their family doctor, but who
need information and education was suggested as a possible project for the local PP.

DR. ALLEN

F. GUTl'MACBEB

McDonald~Guide
to the care and feedi

The Hamburger
To make eating simple, start with
the basics: A pure beef pattie on a
satisfying bun. Uncomplicated
and good.

FrenchFriee
.
With sandwiches, or alone. Or with
fnends. Being lightweight. as well
as cnsp and fresh, they're portable.

Coca-Cola
Bubbly. Icy. Soothes and refreshes
the throat, mouth. and mind.
Cools the tummy.

_po

lleeently the local PP Boord
which was instrumental
pttIng the Ioca1 Family
Planning Center eJinie. start.. in Savannah, voted to in-

u:

A SCOUT IS

fi""

Tasty white
Spedal sauce.
Cheddar Ch_se. A delicious bun.
Samething diH.rent to keep the
stomach from getting bared.

eoll..

MllkS ..... _

It can keep your eyes open. That's
pretty tmportant in classes,
cramming, or staying up past
your bedtime .

Chocolate. Strawberry and of
course. your basic Vaniila.
smooth. at home in any body.

.

lIoJ' lleouta

WhIle Ameri

..... --.ina

FHetO'FIM

pgbHo!ty

Jut

opring for their policy of aetIDe .. ")'onth 8qwuIs" for po.
1Ioe. British lIoJ' Scontl drew
~
for their hancJIloob' In-

..

dlo". on MIf W .....

To

IiIpeI an attoebr, _
were
Wd: 1. ThroB _ fIngen up

1110 -;
2. X- him In the
iroln; a. Serape a heel down
lila 1Ida; 6. Stamp OIl his

.....

ot!BrItiIh

;-.

_,

&tart at .........

like thoee

Big Mac
For those ~ith big appetites. Two
beffi pattIes, lettuce, cheese, a
speCial sauce, and a triple decker
sesame seed bun.

Hot Apple Pie
Lots of apples in a crisp, delicate
crust. ft serves as a cure for
homesickness. Keep one under
your pillow for a fate night snack .

cOol,
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Honor Code Released •••

(Continued from Page 12)

position by the associate advisor.
Therefore, after the initial appointments,
only an associate advisor will ordinarily be appointed
each year.
The
succession of associate to the advisor position is deemed to occur on the
last day of the Spring Quarter.
In the event that for some reason the advisor is unable to complete his term, the associate advisor shall succeed.
to the office of advisor and another associate advisor shall be appointed by
the above procedures. If during the Summer quarter, neither advisor is
on campus, a temporary advisor will be appointed.
2. Duties of the Advisor and the Associate Advisor.
It shall be the
duty of the advisor to consult with the Council and to offer advice to the
President and members of the Council on substantive and procedural ques-

Who's Who •..
(Continued from Page 1)
Secretary Honor Council;
Winner-Colonial
Oil Scholarship;
Faculty
Scholarship;
Wu's Campaign; Masquers.
Dennis Allan Pruitt (History);
Basketball-3
years.
Baseball-3
years; Junior Senator; President SGA; President's Cup (Athlete Blghest
Average) j Orientation Leader.
Ellen Ray e Ramage (Social Welfare) : Athena-Greek
Week; Miss Geechee Contestant (Winner Evening Gown
Competition);
Sweetheart of
Chi Phi; Rush Chairman. Vice
President Phi Mu; President's
Cabinet;
SGA-71;
Special
Events.
Activities
Calendar
72j Drug abuse Committee;
Orientation
Leader; Student
Advisor.
Stan Ray Sammous (History);
President
Sophomore Class; Basketball - 4
years j Conduct Committee;
Circle K.
Barb a r a Elaine Smith
(Social
Welfare);
Secretary
Phi Mu; Secretary
Buecaneer;
Little Sister Pi
Kappa Phi; Runnerup Homecoming Queen; Miss Geeehee
Conteatant; Ty Cohh Scholarship Winner;
Junior Class
Treasurer; Orientation Leader.
Thomas Reese Swinford
III (Psychology):
Pi Kappa
Phi Hlatorlan,
Sec ret a ry
Treasurer; Baseball-S years;
All Conference Pitcher; Dance
Concert Committeej LectareConeert Committee; Student
Recruitment Committee; Orientation i'Aader; Student Advioor. Valerie
Jean Tarver
(Social Welfare): 4th runner-

SGA Mndes
ReconIecI
The
Student
Government
Association Senate met Tuesday, Oct. 19th at 12:30.
Dean H. Dean Propst addressed the Senate concerning
parliamentary
procedure and
Francine
Wimbish, Stud~t
Body Viee-Preaident, formaUy
accepted the newly eleeted
Freshman
Senators, :If a v a
Byrd, CaroUe Dempsey, John
Hudson,
and Debbie Von
Waldner.
During tJJ.e Senate meeting
of Oct. 12tb the Senate voted
to approve having a faculty
member of the Traffic Court;
this week the Senate was requested to approve an administrative member as well since
the administrative
staff can
also be ticketed for violations.
Mrs. George Hunnieut was appOinted to the poaition.

(Continued

tions. The advisor, or the associate advisor in the event the advisor is
unable to attend, shall be preaent at all meetings and hearings of the
Council.
The advisor may not vote nor may he participate directly in the conduct 0If hearings before the Council except through the President, or acting
President, of the Council. The advisor should be governed at all times by
the principle that a hearing before the Honor Council is primarily a matter
of student responsibility.
IX. Revlaion of the Honor Code will reqoire eonfirmation
vote of those f80nlty and stndent body members voting.

-1
yearj President Phi Mu
SororitYi Dance-Concert Committee; Pi Kappa Phi Little
Sister;
Orientation
Leader.
Emma Ann Theresa Thomson
(Dental Hygiene): Runner-up
Miss Homecoming; Chi Phi
Sweetheart;
Miss
Geechee
Contestant-2
years; Phi Mu
Secretary;
Dental
Hygiene
Association; Phi Mu Pledge
Director; Jr. A.D.H.A. Publicity Chainnan; Chi Phi Littie Sister; Sophomore Class
Secretary.
Martha
Porcher
Tison
(Social We Ifar e): Intrammural
Council - Freshman,
Sophomore. and Junior;
Vice
President.
Activities
Chairman Sigma Kappa; Senator-

at-large; Junior Senator: Inkwell-Freshman
and Sophomore; Panhellenic
President;
Masquers Freshman
and
Sophomore; BSU; SNEA; Sex
Education Committee j Young
Democrats.
Donna Francine
Wimbish
(Social Welfare)
Freshman
Senator; Intramural
Council;
Secretary SGA; Vice President SGA-2
years; EditorGeecbee 2 yearsj
State
SUSGA Chairman j President
Alpha Gamma Delta; Orientation Leader. Linda Carol Wise
(Elem. Ed.):
President Sigma Kappa j Miss Geechee Contestant;
Inkwell j Contestant
Miss
Homecoming';
Honor
Council-2
years;
Treasurer
Senior Class:

Mrs. Virginia Ramsey ...
(Continued from Page

6)

ty. You know: I don't

give
a damn what you're saying,
I'll write it down and give it
back to you on a test, but I
don't believe it.
Are you Baying that col-

uge

is not filling

student.

noads'
If the student's need is limited to the transmission
of
facts, and a very sterile way
of responding to thoae facta,
that is by testing, it meets
his needs. If by student needs
whatever I meant by growth
of personality, I don't know
what that means-no.
College
doesn't meet that in a classroom situation. It meets it in
the dump it meets it in an
office it meets it-out
by the
water fountain •..
waU tAml tAe
..... di".,.oed from t,"" fIdrl
of th.e stude1lts'
bring
.....t. All<! 1 tAmk that's ..

_,.,..,Ion

-as

great ...

,..ad,

That puts us as instructors
in a position most of us aren't
going to be very happy about
fulfilling. Do you realize how

BUCCANEERS•••
(Continued from Page 8)
Smith,
Rene Smith,
Judy
Vaughn. Beth Waldrop, Saundra Wallace, Annette Wilkins,
and Rita Williamson.

Masquers •••
(Continued from Page I)
Greek tragedy.
Suchower said that classic
staging tradition will still be
observed when it is called for
by the action of the play, as in
the Chorale and scenes involving definite rituals
of the
Greeks at the time of the writ-ing of ATREUS.

by majority

Deans' Advisory Board Meets

on Page 1)

up Miss Geechee; Cheerleader

Page Eleven

Ways to relieve the congestion in the bookstore, Improvments in parking on campus,
and changes in the registration
procedures were among the
topics discussed at the Dean',s
Advisory Council meeting last
week.
The bookstore has been and
will continue to be open approximately one week before
the beginning of each quarter
in order to mimimize congestion in the first few days of
classes, according to Mrs. Jule
R. Stanfield, ASC Comptroller.
•
Mr. Woodrow Griffin, Jr.,
Financial Aid Director, added
that plans are being made to
release those scholarship and
loan checks, that are administered by the college before
general registration so that

financial aid recipients can
buy their books early.
Students also complained about the registration procedures. George S. Hunnicutt,
ASC Registrar
sa i d that
the problem is being studied
by his office.
He suggested
that one possibility is the
moving of pay lines to the
administration
building and
the elimination of receipts ftlr'
students who pay by check
except upon specific request.
However, he also stated that
preregistering is the best way
to avoid the congestion at registration.
Dean Adams said that more
and more activities are competing. for limited space at
Armstrong and asked for suggestions concerning the utilization of available facilities.

PIKE Edges •••

Powers Cops
3rd In Calder

draining that is? You want a
(Continued from Page 9)
combination between a conlie Larrimore recovered a loose
fessional and a psychoanalyball in the end zone for the
sis. You want somebody to tell
Circle K score. A Circle K.
you something and you want
TD late in the game was nullito he able to tell somebody
fied due to a penalty.
something. And get an elJ1O.
In women's action. Phi Mu
tional response from it. Not
scored in all quarters to dejW!'t an interlectual one.
feat an Inexperienced Dental
I 1O ... t to 1cn<J1O how "" feels
Hygiene team 39~0.
Louisa
"'bout it. not what 80'J71.06 other
Brown scored 24 points to lead
people M1J8 told kim obOt<t it. the way.
Wonderful.
That's
great
and I feel that way too, but
I meet seventy-five people a
day, a minimum
of seventyfive people a day.

(Continued

from Page 8)

71-69, to place third in the
amateur
competition,
and
fourth overall.
In addition,
Powers had the lowest score
of all Savannahians entered.
bettering such local standouts
as Hobert Manley and Paul
CJayton. Two other Annstrong students. Bob Ferrelle
and Jack Lindsay, also competed in the tournament.

Due to a photographer error
All Geechee pictures taken on October

Satterfield
(Continued from Page 1)
field work students some of
the essentials of prime analy·
sis.
The program has approval
for funding for six years. The
.... of the grant each year will
depend on the needs 0If the
program.
In addition to a new faculty position. Savannah State
students now majoring in Social Sciences will also benefit because they will be able
to take ASe courses for a 30
hr. concentration
in Social
Welfare. The number of declared Social Wetfare majors
at ASe for this year hasn't
yet been totaled.
However,
there were 26 in the winter
quarter of 1970 and 112 in
1971.

6 and Ocotber 7 wiI have to be retaken
on October 28 and October 29.
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Firuzl Ratification By Student Vote

NEW HONOR CODE. RELEASED
The Honor Code at Armstrong State College is dedicated to the proposition that the protection of the grading system is in the interest of the student

community. The Honor Council is an institutional means to assure that the
student community shall have primary
disposition of infractions of the
Honor Code and that atudents accused of such infractions shall enjoy those
procedural guarantees traditionally considered assential to a fair and Impartial hearing, the foremost of which is the presumption of innocence until
guilt be established beyond a reasonable
doubt.

I. ~l>IJltleo

of Sl1ldents:
All atudents must agree to abide by the rules of the Honor Code. A
student shall not be accepted at Armstrong State College unless he signs
the following statement at the time of his first registration:
"I have read
the Honor Code of Armstrong State College. I understand
the Code and

agree that as a student at Armstrong, I must comply with these require ..
ments." This statement shall be printed on the application to the College
and must be signed by the atudent.
The Honor Code shall be printed in
the official Bulletin and the Student Handbook.
It will be the respon;
sibility of the Honor Councilor its designated representative
to conduct an
orientation program at the beginning of each quarter for all newly entering students to explain fully the Honor Code and to all full discussion of
its requirements.
Any student desiring assistance with any matter related. to the Honor
Code is invited to seek assistance in the Office of Student Affairs.

D. Violations of the Bonor Code:
Violations of the Honor Code may be o:f two kinds: (a) general and
(b) those related to the peculiarities of specific course-related problems and
to the understanding
of individual instructors.
Any instructor
whose conception of cheating would tend to enlarge or contract the general regulations
defining cheating must explicitly notify the affected students of the qualifications to the general regulations which he wishes to stipulate.
The following will be considered general violations of the Honor Code:
1. Giving or receiving any unauthorized
help on any assignment, test
?r paper. The meaning of "unauthorized help" shall be made clear by the
Instructor of each class.
2. Stealing when related to cheating.
3. Plagiarizing.
4. Giving perjured testimony before the Honor Council.
5. SU~rning,
attempting to suborn, or intimidating witnesses.
6. Falling to report a suspected violation of the Honor Code.

m.

Reporting Violations of the Bonor Code:
Anyone wishing to report a violation may come to the Office of Student Affairs for assistance in contacting members of the Honor Council
A. self-reporting:
A student who has broken the Honor Code should
report himself to a member of the Honor Council.
B. Anyone (faculty member or student) who is aware of a violation
of the Honor Code must report the matter.
This may be done in one of
two ways:
1. He may tell the person thought to be guilty to report himself to a
member of the Honor Council no later than the end of the next school
day. ~er
this designated time, the person who is aware of the violation
must Inform a member of the Honor Council so that the Honor Council
may contact the accused person if he has not already reported himself.
2. He may report the suspected violation directly to a member of the
Honor Council without informing the accused.
.
IV. The procedural rights of students accused of violations of the Bonor
Code:
. The ~ssence. of the .procedural rights of an accused is the right to a
flUl" and l~partial
heanng and the right to be presumed innocent untlI
proven gwlty. Specific rights are as follows:
1. H?nor Council members shall examine their consciences careful)
~ d~ne
whether ~ey can, in good conscience, serve on a panel he~
particular. case, and, In the event that there is any doubt whatsoever such
members WIll excuse themselves from duty on the specific panel .
' sti
.2. The accused ~ll be notified in writing by the Honor Co~d~eor ~~
. designated. representative
of the nature and details of the
ff
'th
which he IS charged aI
'th
0 ense Wl
'tn
ong WI the names of his accusers and the principal
WI esees to be brought against him.
This notification shall 0
than three class days prior to the date of the bearing
ccur no less
3. The accused has th
'ght
..
counael wlll not partici at: ~
to .counsel of his own choosing. Such
bia ellent. It is
that ~y
m the 'proceedings except to advise
communlty.
suc counsel Wlll be drawn from the college

-tel

..,

o;po~~~
The seeused

d

and ~e ~son
bringing the charges shall be afforded
presen .WltnesseS and documentery or other evidence

::t

10 croa exm:e
w:.':n~:~~~ng
~e charge:' shall have the right
because of illness or other
Y, w ere the WItnesses cannot appear
lIlatement of the witness. c:~ ;=~b:;
the Council, present the sworn
IOvernJna the presentation of evidenc
~ot be hound by formal rules
pre.Dted whieb is of probative value
It may consider any evidence
5 The accused
n
e case.
'the Council may not':k
nth°t ~~_~ef
to bear witness against himself.
e'_WMU 0 accused to tAGH...
_ .... bu
'd
.-~
t thia provision does not give the a
sed .-·~7 as eVl ence of
liIg or from recommendations reached .
ceu. lInmumty from a heareused does not tostlty.
m a heanng simply because the ac-

7' :m

Inc

8. The accused shall have
and to the record prepared :':.

to..:..:lele

aUdiotape

of the hear-

7. The substantive facts of a ca
.
upon Initiation by the accused acting
re-opened for consideration
The seeused shall not be put in double jeo':..rn the nortnal appeal channels.
8. AlI witn_
will be
y.
sequestered from the hearinS room durinll

""t.::::,Y;:

the course of a hearing.
Witnesses may not discuss a pending cue.
9. By prior agreement,
the accused
will be allowed such 0""""
of the hearing as may be commensurate
with the space available.
0therwise, in the interests
of the right of privacy
of the accused, hearlnp
1PIIl
be private, except that the College may also have observers additional to
the advisors to the Honor Council.
V.

Composition

and

Formation

of the Donor

Council lIJUI the

s- Code

Commission:

The Honor Council will be composed of twelve students; three of whom
shall be designated by the Honor Code Commission· as alternates
who 1PIIl
serve in the place Off regular members unable to serve at a given hearinc.
A. Honor Council members will be selected by an Honor Code C0mmission which shall consist of the President,
vtce-Presideet and 8ecretary of
the Student Body and the current President
and Secretary of the Honor
Council together with three faculty members
appointed by the Preoidl!lll
of the College. In order to conduct business,
the Commission must have
present at least three of its five student members
and two of its three fa·
culty members.
B. The Commission will give due consideration
to equitable apportion.
ment of Council members
on the basis of academic class. race. and lex.
Students ,on academic probation may not serve. All appointments
wiD. be
issued and accepted in writing.
Appointments
will be made durin, S;lriDc
Quarter in time for the Honor Council to assume its duties wbieh Iba11
begin on May 1. Appointments
will be made as needed to keep the HoDor
Council staffed to do business on a -reasonably
prompt basil.
TheIe ap.
pointments may constitute
permanent
or temporary
replacements
u the
Honor Code Commission deems necessary.
C. The Honor Council will elect a President
and a Secretary from Ita
member.ship.
~e
President
will preside
at all hearings.
The SeereIary
W11~maintain wntten
notes on all proceedings
and audiotape records til aD
testimony, and will maintain exhibits or copies of exhibits ot evideDce
which by their nature may reasonably be maintained
in the Council f1lea
D. Constituency
of the Honor Council during the summer term Iball
in~lude all appointed
members in attendance,
and othera as ahall be appointed to membership
by the Honor Code Commission.

VI.

Procedures and Penalties Adopted by the BODor CClIIIIdI
T~e "!i0nor Council shall formulate its own bylaws gov~
internal
crganiaetron and procedure.
Such bylaws
must be consistent with the
Honor Code.
A. Nine members, including the President
and Secretary, wiD normal·
ly hear a c~.
A quorum shall consist of seven and may hear a cue.
B. Hearings shall be called by the Council President to be helc\ on •
date not less than three (3) not more than ten (10) class days after IIOlIce
to the accused as provided
in Section IV -2.
Exception.
to th_ time
reqwrements
may be granted.
,
. .C. A two-thirds
majority secret ballot vote is required to racIa •
finding of gwlty.
All other questions may be settled by a simple _ .......
vote.
D .. Upon reaching a finding of guilty, the Council shall make • __
mentation to the Dean of the College as to the administrative
aclIaD It
deen;s app~p~ate
within the following limitations:
· A mmrmurn penalty shall be loss of assignment or test c:redil for
the .8.SS1gnment o~ test for violations involving
cheatin,
as spedfled in
Section.II, subsections I, 2 and 3. Additional
penalties sueb as reprlJnlllds,
suspension, ?r others may be recommended
Itor any aspects ot SectIoD. Do
2. Maxlmum penalty for a first offense of any tYPe shall be --_
.. for a full calendar year.

.....-""J

D.......---.

year~

Maximum penalty

the ~~~ee;~a:lY

for a second affense

fOllO~ing a hearing,

may be suspension

the accused

tor three

will be informed

of

eouece.

It the finding i'; ~~ft a~dh Its recom~ndati?n
to the Dean of the
th
~y,
e accused Wlll be Informed that the Council IIISY
re-opeFn
e case for good cause, within a three week period
· The nean of the Colleg
'11 'nf
•
"
of the action he has
..
e WI 1 orm all mvolved persona lD wrJt:InI
cil Secretary will
Vlew. of Council recommendations.
The CoWlwithout identifyin· g th pu
notice of the Dean's action by case DlIIIIber
e accused.

~:en~;:.

VB.

Appeals of F1ndinp

and Penalties.

the ::::::~d o~ ::,ud~nt have cause to question the findings of the Counel1 or
Th eb
I
e
ean of the College or both, he has the right to
_1
e
anne s of appeal are as follows.
ap..-...
A. Council findings
dl
th'
..
.
the College may be appeal~
:dmimstrative
".~on of the De8D of
the College. Further
appeal procedur ve d~ya by wnting the Presldent of
~dures of the College and of the PoUe!ea ~
conform to the appeal proIlty System of Georgia (a co
0
eo. . e. ~
of Regeats, Universee chapter on Students, sectfy f these poliCIes 18 available in the LibrarY;
on on appeals, page 185 1989 editi
)
Supervision of the BODor Connell'
'
on •
As an institutional
means of res
Honor Code, the Honor Council'
ul:,n
g to reported infractions of the
lS
the College. Supervision
of the H mately ~spo~ble
to the President of
marily through the following indi';:~~~~ouncil
will be accompUshed orel·
A. nean of Student Affairs.
.
In accordance with Articl IV
of Student Affairs will
.e ,
Sec. F, of the College statutes, the Dean
·
proVl de general supe
..
f
and will provide other guidan
.
,"",:"on 0 the Hono.- Council
the College.
ce or serVlCes as directed by the Preaid ... t of

:uu::

vm.

din

B. Advisor and Associate Ad .
.
I An ad •
Vlsor.
•
VISOr and an associate adviao
to
serve in that office Itor one year only and
r
Honor Council wID
.
usuaIIy will be sueeeeded in 1IIai

ti.'"

(Continued on Page 11)

